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About This Game

Hello Professor Watts here and I have some research to do on memory skills. I have assembled a wide variety of shapes and
colors to put our memory to the test. We can see how we're doing by completing matches in a specific amount of time and

earning points to track our overall progress. It would really help having someone sharp like yourself on my team to complete this
research. Complete 80 challenging randomized memory match puzzles and aim for a new top score each time you play.
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This is clearly the hardwork of a developer / writer who knows what he's doing - pure professional. Coherent storytelling,
riveting gameplay, great casting (in terms of voice actors). I highly recommend it!. AAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!! This game
is WRETCHED. Monotonous glitch galore huge levels and before you think it no that isn't a good thing in this game,thesecond
stage is huge and overall pointless. There is no direction or story in this game which ok benefit of the doubt but it just makes the
hugeness of the maps even more pointless since there is no secret note for extra plot like in outlast. Or even really important
supplies since you can just run past the enemies. The game isn't scary no atmosphere at all and lag spikes all over the place the
game doesn't even restart the game itself is trying to stop you from playing. There are basically 2 types of levels in this game
maze levels and supremely long monotonous levels where you are endlessly walking to the next insignificant area. The maze
levels are even worse endless running through different areas with one trillion pointless rooms for one room with the right portal
aka level 4. All of these things you can find in level four it is dreadful you guys it really is. Just reach that level and you will see
what I mean sorry this was so long and overstayed its welcome...ahem. It's a shame this game got mostly negative reviews
because of issues launching the game when it was released. This is not the case anymore as it launched and we were able to host
a server with no problems.

With that said, it's a clunky mess filled with bugs, falling out of bounds, money dupes, spelling errors, and a confusing gear
system. But just because it's a bad game doesn't mean it isn't enjoyable.

I bought two copies of CHAOS for $0.79 to play with a friend and I think it was worth it. The dungeons and mobs are slighty
bland but still offers a decent challenge. Because of this I'd recommend playing it with at least one other person.

6.5\/10 would fall through the floor again. UPDATE 2: As of September 17th the audio issues should be resolved according to
Sean J.

UPDATE: As of March 31st the issues with the misalinged subtitles have been resolved. The news post acknowledging the
problem. They are now centered and in an orderly fashion.

Its nice to see improvements, however slow they might have been. I'm sure there are reasons for that.

While I'd still say that the english subtitles for this are badly timed, badly structured and most certainly not the best translation
effort (could have also sworn there was a separate english track without the closed captions before), the initial problems that
were causing most of the issues have been resolved.

So...its Ghost in the Shell - not at its best but definitely watchable.

[OLD NOT RECOMMENDED REVIEW]

As I received word that Steam had expanded its library of streaming video with anime I was immediately excited.
Naturally I gave it a shot, only to be immediately disappointed.

The clunky interface of the Steam Video Player paired with the atrocious caption options raised a lot of red flags for me.

Video Quality is acceptable, nothing I'd be calling HD. I also went and checked out the quality of my old 720p version and its
looking far better than the 1080p provided here.
Having multiple audio tracks is nice if you want the dub of your choice. Audio Quality varies based on language and might
cause problems.

Personally I'd go with the original dub combined with subtitles but that hardly seems to be a good idea in this case.

Caption Options
Fonts - ranging from ugly to barely acceptable,
Size - in case you are watching from another room
Colors - if you want them♥♥♥♥♥♥yellow or other jarring colors
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Shadow - as exciting as text shadows get
Line Height - how about no
Background Color - why is that even a thing
Opacity - when you want subtitles but dont want to see them
Text Wrap - choose between awful and bad

The Result[i.imgur.com] I was presented with was all over the place subtitles squished into the bottom left corner.

I'd love to recommend it since its Ghost in the Shell on demand on Steam but as it stands its too flawed to thoroughly be able to
enjoy it.. I wanted to like this, cheap easy scares for VR right?

Video review below.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/4rjP_wi9i5M

There are 2 'endings' where there are some small changes playing through and the last 30 seconds are different, so playing
through it twice takes 8 minutes. Not complaining just stating the amount of content.

Not once was I really scared and I believe that was because of two reasons.
How random everything felt. "Lets throw in rats, spiders, an axe murder, some monsters, skeletons, a demon and a scifi metal
ball!" I get that there are clues that make a story for somethings but it feels chaotic.

The animation is awful. Really doesn't help with imursion when there are rats running over me but their legs don't move and
they are hovering above my body. I wouldn't be surprised if the assets where purchased because the models are decent.

I don't like writing negative reviews but I did watch the credits, don't let me discourage you (devs).

Final Rest is cheap and nasty.
Bad\/10

Update: Dev has changed the games description for the better, states the amount of content and that it's a VR experience.

When demoing I still wouldn't waste time showing someone this there are much better VR experiences out there.. Took over a
ship and acted like a pirate

10/10. Controls are♥♥♥♥♥
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Pretty basic game, similar to a browser game, but I'm enjoying it so far. Below are a few important tips to help you out.

Forge of Gods reminds me of a more elaborate Fallout Shelter type game with limited multiplayer features. The game has a
scrolling map you can explore, fighter crafting, building upgrades, and limited mulitplayer features like the ability to use friend's
generals, send free food to friends, private and public chat, and PvP fights, tournaments and rankings. The most complex system
is probably the fighter crafting which requires collecting monsters, eggs, and other ingredients found while exploring the map
and then combining them into more powerful fighters for your army.

You can get a bunch of free upgrade packs searching Google for "Forge of Gods steam key," which will really help boost your
army. The following are the packs I found for free recently (there may be more):

Forge of Gods: Promote pack
Forge of Gods: Team of Justice Pack
Forge of Gods: Fantastic Six pack
Forge of Gods: Twilight Destroyers pack
Forge of Gods: Guardians of the Universe Pack
Forge of Gods: Forge of Thrones Pack

One of the most important things to do is to fill your friends list with active players because friends can send each other free
meat which is required for adventuring and their generals can be used to help beat more difficult dungeons. You can find active
friends in the public chatroom. There are always players posting their friend codes there. If you notice your friends are not
sending you meat or using your generals kick them and replace them.

Codes for free fighters are usually posted daily on the Forge of Gods Facebook page and a few are posted on their Twitter
account too. You can use these to help build your army too.

So far it appears the most powerful fighters are actually crafted by combining the highest level ingredients and daily bonuses
each step of the way, starting with maxed level 1 fighters, so that's a good thing. However, I'm new to the game and I see pay-to-
win complaints in some reviews so there may be things I have not learned yet. I'll update the review once I've played more. I
hate pay-to-win games.

Since crafting and upgrading or evolving fighters appears to be so important, it's necessary to upgrade your army storage size as
soon as possible so you can collect and store all the ingredients for evolving your best fighters. There are half price sales for
most items including army size. I made the mistake of spending 249 gems for every 25 slots in my army storage several times
and today those same 25 slot upgrades went on sale for only 129 gems! If you need something wait for a sale.

I'm enjoying the PvP the most, it's a battle of your monsters against the monster armies of other players on what is similar to a
chess board, but the strategy is in organizing your fighters in strategic formations and making strategic moves each turn. I'm
already #5 in my silver tournament rankings and I've only been playing a few days and have not spent any money, nor do I
intend to.

My friend code is LFNJTK if want to add me.

------------------------------------------------------------------

3/30/18 Update:

One of the first things new players should do before upgrading any warlord is cycle through adding every warlord to the squad
in order to get them in the Beastiary book. Warlords appear at the very bottom of the Bestiary book, so you have to scroll for a
long time to see them. Once you upgrade from level V warlord to level VI you will have no way to obtain the level V versions
anymore, which is a bad design.

Also, it's basically a necessity to join a guild in order to progress and compete. There are many things available in guilds that you
will not be able to get very easily otherwise. It's also essential to have several high level players in your friends list so that you
can use their warlords to help clear tougher stages.
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Further, I tried creating a new account without bothering to add the free upgrade packs above and it was nearly impossible to
compete against other players that had the rare upgrade creatures. You will have a very hard time without the upgrade packs
because most players have them.

Around level 50 the game does start to get very repetitive and becomes quite a grind to get the uprgrade materials and creatures
you need to evolve your army. One of the most frustrating things is trying to capture creatures. You first have to hope that you
capture the creatures that you want, and then on top of that they have a significant chance of fleeing. Here is an example:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1335763384

A few tips;

1. When a killed creature drops a soul you can drag the soul into your squad and have it fight for you immediately. However,
you will lose the 10 meat bonus for clearing a stage for the first time if that captured creature dies. If you already lost a creature
on the stage then you may as well add all captured creatures into your squad.

2. If you capture non-elite creatures or creatures you don't want you can open the cage in the upper right at any time and delete
the unwanted creatures making more room to capture the ones you do want.

3. It may just be ancedotal, but it seems that if you wait a few seconds before clicking to capture each creature at the end of the
stage then you will have a better chance of capturing them. I usually wait until the bouncing hand bounces down three times or a
few seconds and then click as quickly as possible. Slow clicks don't seem to work as well either so I tap quickly on them. It
probably doesn't matter but capturing creatures is such a pain that I'll try anything that seems to help.

4. Try to use up all of your Rage and Food before leveling up since leveling up refills them both and any extra will be lost.
Clicking on your rank in the upper left corner will show how much experience you are away from leveling. So before you
complete a map stage or claim your daily rewards experience use up all your Food and Rage first.

5. Things like Food from friends and experience can be saved in the Rewards gift box. You don't need to take them out when
received. Save them for when you need them.

6. Always use a friend's Warlord when possible for everything, whether you need to or not. Each time you use a Warlord you
will gain PAL points that can be used to summon creatures.

7. Runes and captured creature's souls on the ground during map stages will block enemies from moving. It can be very
advantagous to simply leave them on the ground to block enemeis from attacking you, especially on more difficult stages and
when fighting bosses.

I have found several bugs and glitches in the game, which I have reported at forgeofgods.com I'm curious how long it will take
the developers to fix them. Some top players have told me that the developers have basically abandonnned development of the
game.

At this point I'm borderline on giving the game a thumbs up. It was fun in the beginning, but it gets old fast due to the grinding
necessary to advance and nothing new to discover. The map stages are all very similar, they just get progressively more difficult.

--------------------------------------------------------------

7/2/18 Update

The developers of the game, Panoramik, have abandonned the game without any communication and hackers are running
rampant without getting banned. Don't waste your time on this abandonware.. What a fun little title! This reminds me of the top
down game "Micro Machines 64" on the N64. This indy title has all the fun that indy games bring, with none of the annoying
issues. All resoloutions are supported, it supports controllers, you can easily rebind the controls, and the online multiplayer
works like a charm! I whole heartedly reccomend this game to anyone & everyone. The game has a wonderful soundtrack as
well. The soundtrack combined with the visuals makes this game a complete joy to play. ~PR0XIDIAN. It gives you 200k proud
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souls for all of your chracters, totally worth it as it can help you easily unlocks the abilities even before the hard game begins..
this strange thingy is really great.... I feel as if NovaLogic shipped this game unfinished. Even with the latest patches this game
seems to have a ton of glitches in it. Path finding is messy and sometimes going to a waypoint for extraction does nothing. But
still, even with its flaws this game still outshines some of the first person shooters of its time.
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